we learn that the reformer resisted the many attempts to make him into something more than he saw himself to be. In "Living in the Reformation of God," Kaufmann summarizes Luther's life chronologically and in the usual mode: the early years through his time in the monastery, his vocations as "Monk and Professor," his advancement as an "Exegete of the Righteousness of God," his public roles as prophet, reformer, and teacher, but also heretic, as well as a brief description of his diminishing health, which Kaufmann labels "Thorns." Perhaps due to the condensed nature of the genre or to the author's emphasis on things theological, Luther's marriage and family life receive short shrift here. Kaufmann's objective of illustrating Luther's many sides might have been further substantiated with more than two mentions of Luther's two decades living with a woman he only half-jokingly addressed as "Herr Käthe."
Fully half of Kaufmann's text is devoted to describing "A Theological Life" (as the last chapter is titled). Luther's own "ambivalent judgments and wavering expectations about his own literary legacy offer another parallel to his dialectical judgments about himself and to the theology of Saint Paul, in which the 'foolish word of the cross' became the criterion for the truth in the world" (56). In light of this cross, Kaufmann implements a sub-contrario lens in his evaluations of Luther's callings as pastor and professor, "the double burden of his two vocations" (72). Luther becomes a preeminent theologian not as a result of glorified breakthroughs or romanticized tower experiences, but rather in the crucible of oratio, meditatio, and tentatio. Theologians are formed through the cross of office and its attendant facets, including Anfechtungen. To this end, Kaufmann quotes Luther's claim that "no one should believe he has sufficiently savored Holy Scripture unless he has led a congregation . . . ." and that "it is experience alone that makes a theologian" (58). It would not be too far afield to observe that this book represents Thomas Kaufmann's own decades of oratio-meditatio-tentatio spent studying Luther's corpus and legacy. As such, his little volume represents a faithful and accurate summary of the reformer-and a worthy read. Augsburg University
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